Billco’s Automated Insulating Line is a high volume system that can produce high quality IG Units for half the cost of a vertical line. Billco’s Insulating line options are comparable in speed, precision, throughput and labor requirements to any high-speed vertical line in the industry. The flexibility of horizontal permits unlimited configurations based on your budget, space available and level of automation desired.

**Industries**
- Architectural

**Same Labor,**  
**Same Volume,**  
**Half the Cost of Vertical**

**HALF THE COST OF A VERTICAL LINE**

**RUNS FLEXIBLE, INTERCEPT OR METAL SPACER**

**MODULAR AND FLEXIBLE LAYOUTS**

More Key Advantages and Line Layout Examples >
AUTOMATED INSULATING LINE

Benefits of Billco’s Automated Insulating Line

Lower Capital Investment: Billco’s horizontal solution is half the cost of a typical vertical line

Modular for Growth: The layout is flexible and can be modified to accommodate growing production needs with minimal cost

Flexible Layout Options: The equipment can be configured for limited floor space and/or budget restraints

Consistent IG Unit Production: The line accurately aligns, assembles and presses units with consistent precision

Lower Maintenance Requirements: The horizontal system is less complex, requiring less skilled maintenance attention

Eliminates Operator Error During Assembly: The automated assembly eliminates the opportunity for operator error

Complete Lines to Stand-Alone Equipment Available

Capable of running Flexible, INTERCEPT and Metal Spacer systems

BILLCO’S IG UNIT ASSEMBLY LINE IS BUILT ENTIRELY IN THE USA, FROM START TO FINISH. THE EQUIPMENT IS BACKED WITH 24/7/365 SUPPORT AND PARTS REPLACEMENT IN THE USA.

LINE LAYOUT EXAMPLES

Every line is custom configured to fit your space, budget and production requirements. An endless amount of layouts are possible and can range in levels of automation. Below demonstrates some common layout scenarios.

IG EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Washers
Split Deck Conveyors
Caster Tables (Tilt and Stationary)
Assembly Stations (Manual and Automatic)
Application Tables
Heat and Cold Presses
AUTOMATED INSULATING LINE

SUPPORT

100% Made in the USA: Billco’s horizontal solution is designed, manufactured and supported from our facility in Zelienople, PA, just north of Pittsburgh.

Same Day Parts Availability: Billco has a robust inventory of replacement parts in stock and ready to ship same day to minimize any downtime from unforeseen issues

24 / 7 / 365 Service Support: Our highly skilled service team is available whenever you need us. We know how critical downtime can be.

Billco Services

Billco provides the backbone for flat glass production lines—large and small—with high quality American-made equipment and 24-7-365 never-fail relationships. Our stability and expertise is proven with high customer satisfaction ratings, uptime statistics, impressive ROI, and a multi-million dollar inventory of ready-to-ship replacement parts. Our Solution Specialists, 24-7-365 Technical Support, and Replacement Parts Team are fully dedicated to keeping your line moving. Call or visit our website for more information.